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y name is Jared. I like to write. For work. For school.
For fun. I’ve written hundreds of thousands of words
over the last few years. However, when it comes to my creative
writing projects, I have a major aw: I’m a great starter, but a
terrible nisher. I have a novel that I started well over ten years
ago. It’s rambled on for about 300,000 words and is nowhere
near nished. That’s right. 300,000! Problem is, I don’t know
where it’s going. I just keep rambling. So, I put that project
down and started another. Same problem. I started another.
Same problem.
As indicated by that large word count, I don’t have dif culty
putting words on the page. I can lay down about 1000 words in
thirty minutes, and they aren’t actually too bad. My problem is
that all those words are meandering with no real goal.
I have a plotting problem.
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If you have the same problem, then this method is for you. I had
become frustrated with not knowing where I was going, with
lots of ideas tumbling around in my head, but nothing holding
them together and guiding them. So, I sat down, and was
ddling around, trying a few ideas and I came up with what you
are about to read. The result? I had a complete plot for my
psychological thriller novel within about 1 week! I was amazed,
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Introduction
It had actually not been that hard when I approached it in the
way that I am about to show you and it was actually kinda fun.
And, I when I sat down to write, I moved faster and with greater
purpose. Within a few months (I think it was 3) I was nished!
Sure, it needs more work and re nement, but I WAS FINISHED!
That alone was a massive achievement for me, and quite
exciting.

WHAT THIS IS NOT
Before we begin, I need to remind you of what this method will
not do.
• It will not write your novel for you. Sorry, you’re still going to
have to put in the grunt work and squeeze out those words.
• It will not turn your novel into a guaranteed best seller.
• It will not give you a perfect plot. This is a starting point that
will hopefully create momentum for your writing. It will give
you a complete outline that you can dive into and start laying
down those words. You’ll likely nd that you want to tweak
things along the way, that there may be plot holes or things
you had not considered. Which is great! That’s part of the fun
of creating!

Introduction
WHAT THIS IS
• This is an approach that will help you build a map for all those
jumbling words on the page, giving you direction and
purpose when you sit down to write.

NOTE: the approach laid out in this document gives you six
days, one for each step. However, this is a suggestion rather
than a limit. Feel free to go faster if you want. It is possible to
complete this process in one day.

• It will help you focus on putting words on the page, because
you’ll have the main building blocks all laid out.
• A tool to help you get motivated. There’s not many more
things less motivating that not knowing where you are going
and having multiple un nished projects lling up your les.
With this method, you will increase your chance of nishing
because you will have a clear start and end point.
So, with all that said, let’s dive in and get started.
Enough procrastinating!

PS: You can visit our website to get more tools to help you on
your writing journey. We have lots of exciting things in
development so watch this space!
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www.writersmo-jo.com

PRO TIP: Depending on how long you have been
labouring over your masterpiece, it might pay to try this
approach out on a new story. That way you are not overly
invested and won’t agonise over every decision. We want to
go fast in this approach. Of course, if you feel you can step
back and make some changes easily, then by all means, use
this approach on your work in progress.

STEP ONE:

YOUR STORY IN BROAD STROKES
•Genre
•Brief Story Summary
•Story Controlling Theme/Idea

Step one:
YOUR STORY IN BROAD STROKES

S

tep one in this approach is all about you quickly putting
down the broad plot and theme behind your story.

This step requires you to quickly put down a summary of
your story. It only requires a few sentences. While this may
sound easy, it is possibly the most important step in this entire
process, and maybe one of the hardest.
What do I mean by write down a summary of your story? I
mean I want you to try answer two questions:

EXERCISE:
• Write down what genre your story ts into.

• What happens?
• What is it about?
Note, these are two different questions. The rst asks about
events. The second is focused on what those events mean.
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PRO TIP: DON’T OVERTHINK IT! This will only slow
you down. Just go with your gut. You can always change
things later. Remember, you are the master of this world you
are creating, so you can change it later if it’s not working.
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A key to doing this, and situating your story well, is
understanding what genre you are writing in.
Understanding your genre is important because it helps
identify likely starting and ending points and helps guide you
in understanding what kind of events might occur in later steps.
It also helps your reader quickly understand what kind of story
they are going to get.

PRO TIP: To help you with this question imagine you
own a bookstore. If you were to buy this book, which
section would you place this book in so that customers are
most likely to nd it?

EXERCISE:
Get out a blank piece of paper and in one or two sentences
MAXIMUM, write down your story idea.

Step one:
YOUR STORY IN BROAD STROKES
Examples: (Note: These are my two liners. Again, not
overthinking it and not going for perfection.)
• A small unassuming creature must destroy a magical ring
that corrupts all who use it. The ring holds the power to rule
the world and belongs to an evil magical overlord who is
seeking it. (Lord of the Rings – J.R.R. Tolkien)
• A well to do young lady must overcome her pride in order to
fall in love and nd a husband she can respect. (Pride and
Prejudice – Jane Austen)
• A group of children are terrorised by a monster that kills
children and takes the form of a clown. When adults they
return to their hometown to overcome their fears and kill the
monster once and for all. (It – Stephen King).
Enter this into the Quick- re
plotting worksheet at the end of
this document.
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PRO TIP: PUSH
YOURSELF TO GO
FAST! You’ll probably ght
this, but really try to do this
fast. Get something down
and move on.

EXERCISE:
In one or two sentences MAXIMUM, write down the major
theme/controlling idea of your story. An easy way to think
about these sometimes is by making it a question, which it is
the story’s job to answer. Note that the questions often contain
the/a major theme of the story.
Examples:
• Lord of the Rings: Will Frodo sacri ce or give in to the
corrupting power of the ring? (Themes: Sacri ce/the
corruption of power)
• Pride & Prejudice: Is Elizabeth Bennett willing to give away
her pride to nd love? (Themes: Pride/Love)
• It: Will the ‘Losers’ give in to their fear to beat Pennywise
together? (Themes: Fear/Bravery/Friendship)
(And yes, I know that some of these could be debated. But, you
get the idea.)

Step one:
YOUR STORY IN BROAD STROKES
What is the key question at the heart of your story? Again, don’t
overthink it, and don’t worry about being brilliantly original.
Chances are your challenges in nishing projects is because
you want perfection and overthink things. Most stories have a
very simple idea/theme/question at their heart. Many stories
that appear different on their surface are actually about the
same thing, just played out with different people in different
circumstances. We are all humans, and we generally have some
very similar general desires. Tap into those. This is also not to
say that you can’t have other themes/ideas going on at the
same time. This step is more about, what is the MAJOR idea or
theme, and the one you can use to help you quickly build your
outline.
If you can’t answer this right now, that is okay. However, it helps
to have this in mind as it allows you to pick and choose those
events that serve the theme/controlling idea and discard those
things that don’t – something you want to do.
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If you have something, enter it into the Quick- re plotting
worksheet.

PRO TIP: Knowing your genre will help with the
above exercises. Most genres have conventions that
are expected by readers. E.g., if it is a HEA romance,
then we would expect the protagonist and love interest
to be together by the end.
By now you should have three sections of the worksheet lled
out:
1. Your genre.
2. Very brief summary of your plot (what happens).
3. Your controlling theme or idea (what it is about).
Time to move on!

STEP TWO:

CHARACTERS AND SETTINGS
•Protagonist
•Antagonist
•Characters greatest fears

Step two:
CHARACTERS & SETTINGS

T

he next step is to think about your characters and
settings. Now that you have the basic idea of your story
it’s time to start eshing it out with some living
breathing characters and settings, chie y, your protagonist
(hero) and antagonist (villain).

• Who Frodo is (a hobbit from the Shire, Bilbo’s nephew)
• What Frodo wants (destroy the ring).

EXERCISE:
Write down the name of your protagonist. Give a quick
description of who they are and what they are doing in the
story (what they want). This will obviously be closely related to
your story summary written earlier.
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Examples: Frodo is a hobbit, small human-like creatures that
normally live in holes in the ground. Frodo had been living
happily in his quiet little town with other hobbits, until he was
given a gift from his uncle Bilbo. The gift, a magical ring, was
the key to the evil Lord Sauron’s power. Now Frodo, with
friends, is on a quest to destroy the ring before Sauron nds
him and takes over Middle-Earth.
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Notice that in the above description, I don’t go into detail
about what Frodo looks like. There are many details left out. But
this gives you a basic idea of:

EXERCISE:
Now do exactly the same thing for the villain of your story. A
quick overview is all you need, but try capture brie y who or
what they are, and what they want (usually the opposite of what
the protagonist wants). It’s important to note that your
antagonist does not necessarily need to be a human, although
it helps. It could be a natural event like a storm. It could be
nature itself. It could be a disease.

EXERCISE:
Now you want to think a little about these two characters (or
only your hero if the villain is not sentient). I want you to write

Step two:
CHARACTERS & SETTINGS
down brie y what your characters’ greatest fears are. There
could be an external fear and an internal fear.

speci cs. So, thinking about your story write down some of the
signi cant settings for your novel in the worksheet.

Example: For Clarice Starling (the hero from ‘Silence of the
Lambs’) it could be said that her greatest fears were:

Example: For ‘The Lord of the Rings’ book one you could
write:

• Externally: the serial killer Buffalo Bill not being caught

• Shire / Bilbo’s home

• Internally: not being accepted into the male dominated
world of the ‘FBI’

• Weathertop

Write these fears into the worksheet at the end of this
document. Again, be brief and don’t overthink it.

Now you will have added the following to your worksheet:
1. Brief description of your protagonist, what they want
and what they fear.
2. Brief description of your antagonist, what they want,
and what they fear.

Now you want to think about settings brie y, focusing on the
main ones. These can be in broad strokes, rather than detailed

3. A list of some key settings from your novel.
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EXERCISE:
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Note: if you have other supporting characters that are
signi cant, you can note these down too.

• Elrond’s House, etc

DAY 3 - STEP THREE:

PROBLEM STORMING
•Problems, problems,

-

problems…

Step three:
PROBLEM BRAINSTORMING
Now that you have a basic idea of what your story is about and
who the two main players are, you are ready to start
brainstorming signi cant events in your protagonist’s journey.
We will chie y do this by asking one question:
What can go wrong in (insert Protagonists name here) life?

EXERCISE:
1. Write the above question in the centre of a piece of paper.
2. Surrounding that question, write the following headings
(you can use the blank sheet on the following page if you
want):
• Relationships
• Career/Work/Financial
• Physical
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• Mental/Emotional

• Environmental
• Settings you came up with
3. Now this step is quite fun. I want you to brainstorm, under
these headings, all the different types of things that could
go wrong. It can be anything. Just write any problems down
that come to mind. There are no right or wrong ideas. For
example, if my hero Anna is falling in love with a mysterious
billionaire, I might write the following:
• Relationships
• Her friends start distancing themselves from her
because of her new lover
• Her lover starts dating/having an affair with another
woman
• The object of her desire doesn’t notice her
• She has crippling social anxiety

• She has an abusive mother/father/sister/brother who
interferes with all her relationships
• Career/Work/Financial
• Her job is threatened by her new relationship
• The company she works for shuts down and she’s out of a
job
• Her boss is jealous of her new lover so makes her life
dif cult
• Etc.
You get the idea. Really go to town brainstorming all the
challenges and problems that could possibly show up in your
protagonist’s life. It doesn’t matter at this stage whether you
think you will use them in your novel or not. Just get into the
ow of listing as many problems as you can think of.
4. Now do the exact same thing for your villain, if they are a
sentient being.
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Step three:
PROBLEM BRAINSTORMING
By the end of this step you should have 1 or 2 sheets of paper
lled with potential problems that could enter your character’s
life. Really go to town on those problems. (An example is
included on the next page.)
You now should have added to your previous steps:
1. A range of possible problems related to various aspects
of your character’s lives.

PRO TIP: Think about the greatest fears that you
wrote down earlier. This can help trigger some great
problems directly attached to your characters fears.
Creating problems linked to these fears will add depth
to your story.

Step three:
PROBLEM BRAINSTORMING - example
(For this example I am using Frodo as the character in question. I’ve added new domains because it is fantasy. Also, these are not from
the books. They are from what could have gone wrong.)

•
•
•
•

RELATIONSHIPS:

Sam betrays him
Gandalf dies and leaves him alone.
The fellowship turn on him.
He becomes suspicious of his
friends.
• Strider tries to take the ring…

ENVIRONMENTAL:

• A storm arises that interferes with
the journey
• The trees in the forest try to kill
them
• The animals start spying on them
for Sauron…

PHYSICAL:

• Frodo gets injured and can’t
continue
• Frodo eats something that makes
him ill
• The fellowship all become ill
• Strider is killed…

WHAT CAN GO WRONG IN
FRODO’S LIFE?
MAGICAL:

• The ring starts exerting control over
Frodo
• The Black Riders can sense the ring
• The ring attacks the fellowship with
its power
• Sauron sends a magical storm…

MENTAL/EMOTIONAL:

• Frodo begins to be suspicious of
everyone around him.
• Frodo starts having nightmares.
• Frodo’s fear becomes
overwhelming.
• He begins to go crazy…

DAY 4 - STEP FOUR:

STARTS & STOPS
•Set your starting point
•Set your ending point

Step four:
STARTS & STOPS

N

ow that you’ve brainstormed problems, you have the
story jotted down, and you know who your main
players are, this step should be pretty easy.

You want to write down what your start and ending events are
for your protagonist. For example, Frodo’s would be:

FRODO GETS THE RING AND
HAS TO FLEE THE SHIRE.

FRODO/GOLLUM DESTROYS
THE RING IN MT. DOOM.

setting, wrapping up scenes, etc.), but we want to get the two
major bookending events down.
Your genre should really help you here. For example, if you are
writing a romance, the ending point would likely be your
protagonist ends up with the person they love. If it is a crime
novel, we would expect the criminal to be caught. And so on. In
most instances (depending on how much you are trying to
break conventions) your genre and the story you are telling will
dictate these two points.
You now have the beginning and ending of your plot. Easy!
On to step ve.
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I should note here that your ‘start’ and ‘end’ point we mean are
not necessarily the opening scene and closing scene of your
novel. We mean the two scenes that start your protagonists
journey and ends it. It doesn’t matter if there might be some
scenes around these two (e.g., Introduction scenes, scene-

PRO TIP: I would suggest you do this and the
next steps using post-it notes or index cards, or
anything that lets you freely move boxes around.

DAY 5 - STEP FIVE:

PLAYING THE SADIST
•Creating problems for your
protagonist
•Setting scenes

Step ve:
PLAYING THE SADIST

T

his part should be quite fun. But, it is also likely the
biggest step and could take the longest. It’s the time
where you as creator get to really play god with your
protagonist’s life, albeit it quite a sadistic god.
Story is con ict. And so, you must remember that perhaps the
most signi cant thing you are doing as an author is to put your
protagonist into dif cult situations and watch them try get out.
Without these problems/con icts, you don’t have a story.
You are now going to start building your plot by pushing the
start point and the end point apart by placing a series of
problems between them.

PROBLEMS
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FRODO GETS THE RING
AND HAS TO FLEE THE
SHIRE.

FRODO/GOLLUM
DESTROYS THE RING IN
MT. DOOM.

EXERCISE:
1. Between the starting point and the ending point, I want you
to choose one of the problems that you brainstormed in
step two and insert it between the starting point and the
ending point.
2. Do it again.
3. Do it again.
4. And again.
5. And again.
6. Start throwing in events that are problems for your
antagonist, and thus helpful to your hero (but not too many
– remember the story is about watching your protagonist
grow and overcome problems).

Step ve:
PLAYING THE SADIST
7. Continue until you feel you are satis ed with the range of
problems between your protagonist and their end goal (the
ending point).
I should note that these problems are not the same as scenes.
A problem could represent a series of scenes. For example,
one of your problems might be ‘my hero loses her job after her
affair with her boss is discovered’. Scenes from this problem
could include:
• her friend hearing her secret phone conversation
• the ring scene
• the scene of her sitting in her apartment, depressed and
eating ice-cream
• the scene of her deciding what she should do next.
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Each of the major problems you’ve inserted into your story will
create a series of scenes around them. And so:

8. Turn your problems into scenes that make sense for your
story and your character.
9. Place solutions / responses to each problem in your story.
You protagonist has to react in some way to these
problems. Do they successfully overcome the problem, or
does it lead them down into a depression? Insert scenes
that demonstrate your protagonists response to each of the
problems.
• Insert the opening scene – introduction to your world and
characters
• Insert your closing scenes, after the climax and the villain
has been overcome.
• Insert the scene where your protagonists world is
changed, and which leads into the story. Your genre will
likely be a guide here. E.g.,
‣ Crime: Detective is called to the scene of the crime
and learns about the crime.

Step ve:
PLAYING THE SADIST
‣ Romance: Guy meets the girl (it goes well, or maybe it
doesn’t, either way the journey has now started).
‣ Fantasy: the hero must ee their home
You get the idea.
10.Finally, look over your scenes and pick where you feel good
chapter breaks should go. A chapter could be a single
scene, or a series of linked scenes. It’s up to you. There is no
hard and fast rule. It is suggested, however, that chapters
are approximately around the same length.
Now, usually novels are not simply a collection of problems.
There are scenes that simply add to the colour and feel of your
story and world. So, around this collection of problems and
responses, start inserting other moments. For example:
• Give some moments of relief for your hero – if you want
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• Add some moments that give insight into your characters.

Okay. Now that you have completed this step, you now have a
draft outline for your novel, starting at your protagonists rst
step on their journey until the end where they achieve their
goal (or don’t, if you’re writing a downer ending).
Well done! Just one more step to check you have things as
good as you need them before you dive into writing.
I’ve included an example on the next page of what this could
look like. How you choose to arrange it is up to you. Note that
the listed problems lead to multiple scenes around those
problems.

Step ve:
PLAYING THE SADIST - example
START

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

FRODO GETS THE RING
AND HAS TO FLEE THE
SHIRE.

THE BLACK RIDERS
FIND THEM

THEY ARE ATTACKED
ON WEATHERTOP.
FRODO INJURED.

SCENE

SCENE

Getting the ring.
Gandalf’s
explanation

Flee.

SCENE
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Bilbo’s party.

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

Hiding.

Chase.

Getting
to Bree.

Arrive on
Weathertop.

Attack

Decisions on what
to do.

PROBLEM

PROBLEM

NO ONE KNOWS WHAT
TO DO WITH THE RING

THE BLACK RIDERS
GIVE CHASE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

SCENE

Frodo volunteers to
take the ring to Mt.
Doom.

Council of what
to do. No one
agrees.

Setting intro Rivendell.

Chase.

Frodo carried to
Lord Elrond.

DAY 6 - STEP SIX:

CHECKING THE FLOW
•Escalating problems
•Crisis/Climax
•Active Protagonist

Step six:
CHECKING THE FLOW

B

y now you should have a starting point, and a series of
problems and scenes that sit between your starting
point (where your protagonist is pulled into their
journey) and your end point (where your protagonist wants to
get to).
Now it is a good idea to check the ow of your story. There are
some basic things you want to do here:
1. Look over your series of problems. What you want them to
do is steadily escalate and get more dif cult where the
stakes are greater, until they reach the ultimate climax
(the greatest challenge) of your story. So don’t put your
bigger problems before your easier problems.
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2. Don’t repeat the same problem over and over again (or
the same solution). UNLESS, in your climax you are going to
show a similar (but bigger) problem that your protagonist
experienced earlier but was unsuccessful in overcoming. In
the climax, now having grown, they are going to be
successful.

3. The crisis and climax is where the protagonist should
have to face their greatest fear head on. It could be a
‘showy’ external moment (e.g., the hero has to y the plane
to save the world, even though they have never own since
their father died in a place crash years ago that they blame
themselves for and is the source of all their problems), or it
could be a more intimate moment (e.g., the hero picks up
the phone and calls their sister, overcoming her internal
fears of family rejection and hurt). The key point is that the
climax should speak to the theme and fears of your main
character, a moment that shows your character’s ultimate
step of growth.
• The Crisis asks a question: Will my hero do/learn X to
overcome Y? (Note: this question is not likely explicitly
stated anywhere, but it exists in the author’s and reader’s
mind.) This question speaks directly to the theme of your
story which you identi ed in step one.
• The Climax (the action your protagonist takes) is the
answer to the question.

Step six:
CHECKING THE FLOW
• Another tip here: you must play this moment out in view
of the audience. Some writers unfortunately place this
scene ‘off stage’ and deny their readers the pay-off that
has been building up the entire story.
4. Another major point is that your protagonist must be active
in your story, not passive. So, when problems arise,
solutions cannot just be provided for your protagonist.
Sometimes this is okay, BUT, it makes for weak storytelling.
For example:
• PASSIVE: John is worried about his crop failing due to
the drought. Thankfully rain arrives just in time and saves
the crop. (John did nothing to solve the problem.)
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• ACTIVE: John is worried about his crop failing due to the
drought. He secretly diverts water from a neighbour’s
excess water tanks to water his crops (John did
something to solve the problem… but which, in this case,
now creates more problems down the line).

Your protagonist MUST make decisions and take steps to
overcome their problems. If they don’t, there is no movement
and your story leads nowhere.
Now, having eshed out your scenes built around your
problems, you have a complete outline for your story! You now
have a map for your writing. It is ne if you need to rework it,
add scenes, remove scenes, change scenes. That’s part of the
fun of writing. But, you at least now have a pretty good starting
point to move forward with some momentum, and you have in
your head a good view of the overall plot.

YOU’RE DONE!

W

ell. That’s it. You’re done!

Congratulations on getting this far. Your brain is
possibly quite tired, but by now you should have a
great outline of your story from beginning to end.
But, remember what we said in the beginning. We were not
going for perfection with this outline. We were just trying to get
a roadmap for our writing. There will likely be changes needed
along the way, as you discover new things about your
characters and you have multiple sparks of genius.
Having this outline should now give you some con dence when
you sit down to write that next scene. You have a plan, you
know what comes next. Now you just need to ll it with some
words.
I hope this approach was helpful. I look forward to seeing some
of your published work on the shelves.
- Jared.
PS - Remember, if you are looking for more great tools to help
you on your writing journey check out our website where we
are developing some further great tools.
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